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them is justifiable, and that it is not his business to consider the
effect of their contents on the public mind.'1 Originally, apart
from a born zest for news, he was only interested in newspapers
as bringing money. Later he appreciated them also as bringing
power. He never appreciated that they brought responsibility.
His leading characteristics were energy and ambition. Quite
early he conceived a parallel between himself and Napoleon, to
whom he bore some physical resemblance. He thirsted to con-
quer. But unlike his prototype he had no cultural uses for con-
quest, nor anything that in the higher sense might be called an
ideal. The lack of one prevented him from becoming a revolu-
tionary in politics, or even, like his teacher, Newnes, a liberal.
But he was not really a conservative either. It was his instinct to
shout with the largest black-coated crowd. But he had no Dis-
raelian feeling for the greatness of the country's past and the
continuity of her institutions. His political mentality was that of
the London clerk class, among whom he lived during his forma-
tive years.
His papers bore the stamp of their uneducated founders.
'Written by office-boys for office-boys9 was Lord Salisbury's
famous gibe. But the public which liked them was extremely
wide and by no means all poor. The business class, which had
become so important in England, comprised enormous numbers
of men who had not had even a secondary education. Outside
the matters in which they made their money they had the minds
of children. Existing newspapers ignored their naive tastes,
while assuming an amount of critical intelligence which they
simply did not possess. Something very similar was true of the
women in all ranks of society. Harmsworth rightly divined that
the favourite paper in the boudoir and in the kitchen would be
the same.
There was a sharp technical difference between the new paper
and the old. The old would print telegrams and reports pretty
much as they came in. The function of the sub-editor was to
decide in what column and in what type they should appear,
if at all, and to provide a few plain headings. But in the new
his function was to re-write them. They must be condensed,
re-worded, re-paragraphed, and each converted according to
certain rules into a lively 'story'; after which they were given
plenty of spicy and tendentious headings. The result was in
1 Ibid., p. 106.

